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Abstract.

Stochastic simulation is an invaluable tool for
studying dynamic stochastic processes but,
unfortunately, simulation of even moderately
complex systems, especially in studies of their
steady-state behaviour,  of ten becomes
computationally intensive and can require
verv long runs in order to obtain the required
precision of final results. In this paper a
package for parallel steady-state stochastic
simulation is presented that was designed to
overcome problems caused by long simulation
t imes, whi le maintaining basic stat ist ical
rigours of proper analysis of simulation output
data experienced in our on-going research in
performance evaluation of high-speed and
integrated-services communication networks.
The package, named AKAROA (a simulation
package for automatic generation and control
of processes for parallel stochastic simulation)
accepts ordinary (non-parallel) simulation
programs, and all further stages of stochastic
simulation should be transparent for users. The
package employs a new method of sequential
e s t i m a t i o n  i n  M u l t i p l e - R e p l i c a t i o n - i n -
Parallel scenario. All basic functions. includ-
ing .parallelization oi originally non-parallcl
simulators, control prccision of estimates, and
stopping parallcl sintulation processes when
the required precision of overall steady-state
estimates is achieved. is automated. It can be
used on mult iprocessor systems and/or
heterogeneous computer networks, involving an
arbitrary numbers of processors. The results of
ini t ia l  performance studies of AKAROA arc
trlscl prcsentcci.

l.INTRODUCTION

Stochastic discrete-event simulation has be-
come probably one of the most commonly used
methods of performance evaluation in
electrical and computer engineering. This
popularity is due to significant achievements
in electronic technology, that offer more
powerful and cheaper computers, as well as
significant achievements in software engi-
neering. Numerous simulation packages offer
various user-friendly interfaces, frequently
equipped with visual interactive capabilities;
t rad i t iona l  d isc re te -event  s imu la t ion
modeling is more and more often supported by
object- and logic-oriented programming, and
various concepts of artificial intelligence; see
for example [ADDI90], [AIMO90], [KREU92],
lKREU92al and [ZEIG97). But,  such
innovations cannot, in any way, replace
responsible and thorough statistical analysis
of output data which is indispensable in
quantitative stochastic simulation. Since any
stochastic simulation is a kind of a statistical
e x p e r i m e n t ,  s i m u l a t i o n  o u t p u t  d a t a
(observations collected during simulation runs)
have to be properly, statistically analysed.
According to J. Kleijnen, an authority on
stochastic simulation, if the random nature of
such output data is ignored then "... computer
runs yield a mass of data but this mass may
turn into a mess ...", and "... instead of an
expensive simulation model, a toss of the coin
had better be used..." [KLEI79I. Recently this
was reminded by P.J.Kiviat ,  rvho in his
opening address at the 1990 Winter Simulation
Conference stated that " . . .  succeeding in
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simulation requires more than the ability to
build useful models" [KIVI91].

The simplest way of succeeding in quantitative
stochastic simulation leads through sequential
precision control  of  est imates during
simulation run, executed until the required
level of precision is obtained. Such approach
is  spec ia l l y  impor tan t  in  s teady-s ta te
simulations, conducted for studying systems'
behaviour after a long period of time
tPAWL90l.  Unfortunately,  steady-state
simulations of even moderately complex
systems are often computationally intensive
and can require very long runs in order to obtain
reliable final results. Excessive run-times
hinder development and val idat ion of
simulation models, and may even totally in-
hibit some performance evaluation studies.
Fortunately, modern multiprocessor and
distributed computer systems offer high po-
tential processing power that can be employed
in parallel simulation, by applying true
paral lel  processing* fo,  speeding up
simulation runs. The problem is that the re-
search in parallel processing, having suc-
cessfully solved many related problems, has
not led yet to a portable tool for parallel
stochastic simuiation.

In the case of stochastic simulation two dif-
ferent scenarios of parallel processing are
possible, based either on: (i) single replication
in parallel (SRIP), where many processors
cooperate in running a single replication of a
s imu la ted  sys tem,  o r  on  ( i i )  mu l t ip le
replications in parallel (MRIP), with pro-
cessors engaged into running their own, in-
dependent replications of the simulated sys-
tem, but cooperating with a central analyzer of
simulation output data. Research in parallel
simulation has been almost entirely focused on
SRIP, as on an interesting problem of parallel
processing; see such surveys as [MISR85],
lKAUD87j, [FUII89], [WAGN89]; while MRIP
has been considered only in a few publications
despite that this is an attractive scenario from
the point of view of statistical methodology;
see [HEID85], [FIEID88], [GLYN91], [REGO91],
lSUNDgll and [REGO9ZI. lt is obvious that
effectiveness of SRIP depends on the level of
inherent parallelism existing in the system
simulated. If this level is high, then SRIP can
significantlv speed-up execution of simulation;
of course if losses of svnchronization, dead-

locks and causality errors are properly solved.
But,  SRIP experiences a new problem:
statistical analysis of simulation output data
may require the data to be ordered according to
one reference time (of the simulated model);
this can be difficult to achieve when data are
collected from subprocesses executed in
parallel. Such a problem does not exist in
MRIP, since executions of single replications
are not parallelized, thus data collected
within each replication are always properly
ordered in time. Additionally, considering
statistical properties of estimates from SRIP
and MRIP, it is possible to show that the
latter scenario is statistically more efficient
than the former, in the sense of the mean
squared error of final estimates, if the problem
of the initialization bias is effectively solved
[HEID85]. By this reason our studies have been
restricted to stochastic simulations following
MRIP scenario.

Our main motivation for developing a user-
friendly package for parallel steady-state
stochastic simulation was to overcome
problems caused by long simulation times
experienced in our on-going research in per-
formance evaluation of high-speed and inte-
grated-services communication networks. The
main design issues of such a package are
addressed in Sec.2. it was assumed that the
package should accept ordinary (non-parallel)
simulation programs, and all further stages of
stochastic simulation should be transparent for
users. Thus, the package should automatically
p a r a l l e l i z e  o r i g i n a l l y  n o n - p a r a l l e l
simulators, and control precision of estimates
and stop all parallel replications when the
required precision of overall steady-state
estimates is achieved. These ideas, together
with a mechanism for efficient communication
between parallel processes, were materialized
in AKAROA (a simulat ion package for
automatic generation and control of processes
f o r  p a r a l l e l  s t o c h a s t i c  s i m u l a t i o n ) Y .
AKAROA consists of two main modules:
Parallel Simulation Manager, responsible for
a u t o m a t i c  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  o f  p a r a l l e l
simulation processes, process management and
interprocess communication; and Control,
responsible for controlling simulation run-time
and analysis of output data collected during
MRIP-type steady-state simulat ion. The
package, as described in Sec.3, is also equipped
with Build, a module which can be used for

Y Also: a nice spot on Banks Pcninsula in the Soutlr
Island of New 7,caland.
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Thc term inucxluced in IBALHS9I.
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speeding up construction of lypical simulatiorr
models. Thus, AKAROA consists of three basrc
modules, which create one object-oriented
package for MRIP-type stochastic simulation,
written in C++. Users have access to services
offered by AKAROA through a simplc
programming interface, see Fig.1. The results
of initial performance studies of AKAROA are
reported in Sec.4.

USER-FRIENDLINESS and EFFECTIVENESS
Any modern simulation package should be
equipped with a user-friendly programming
interface, offering access to all functions and
services of the package in user-transparent
way. In the context of our applications of
simulation, which were queueuing-type proce.

Fig.l The block structure of AKAROA

sses occurring in data communication networks,
such package should release users from burdens
of scquent ial  stat ist ical  analysis of output
data in i ts typical  appl icat ions. Major
statistical decisions, such as confidence levels
fo r  es t imates  o f  var ious  in te rmed ia te
parameters, significance levels of statistical
tests involved, step sizes between consecutive
checkpoints of sequential estimation, etc.,
should be made by the designers of the
package and offered as reliable (default) val-
ues for a given class of typical simulated
processes. In the context of parallel simula-
tion, users should be also freed from burdens of
concurrent programming, i.e. users should be
able to specify thcir  s imulat ion model as an

2. DESIGN ISSUES IN MRIP SCENARIO

Any practical package for quantitative simu-
lation should be able to control the error of the
final results of simulation. In the case of
stochastic simulation, such a requirement
meairs that, when the simulation is stopped,
the width of confidence intervals for the final
estimates should be below an assumed valuc.
Additionally, it is natural to expect that a
modern simulation package is efficient, i.c.
statistically valid results can be obtained in a
realistic time, and is implemented in a uscr-
friendly way.
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ordinarv sequential simulation program, and
the package should transParently convert this
into a paral lel  s imulator and create an
environment that enables their parallel ex-
ecurion at run-time.

Simplicitv, space and code efficiency, as well
as compatibility with existing sequential
simulation programs, were the main consid-
erations when selecting a development lan-
guage and designing programming interface for
AKAROA. Recognizing naturality of object-
oriented approach in constructing simulation
mode ls  by  means o f  h ie rarch ica l lY
encapsulated classes of objects, AKAROA is
written in C++. A user of AKAROA is required
to add only one extra line of code to his/her
sequent ial  s imulat ion program before
AKAROA transparently transforms it into a
parallel simulator. Thus, users do not even
need to be aware of the existence of multiple
(parallel) simulation and control processes
during simulation, since their creation,
locat ion (machine and port  addresses),
cooperation, and inter-machine interprocess
communication, are hidden from users.

AKAROA's sequential precision control
services are arranged by declaring an object for
output data analysis. Its member function
responsible for precision control is later called
whenever a new observation is recorded. The
funct ion accepts the value of a new
observation as parameter and rehrrns one of
two values that either orders the simulation
to be continued (desired precision of estimates
has not been achieved) or to be terminated (all
estimates reached the required level of
precision). AKAROA's implementation of
MRIP simulation is semantically identical to a
normal non-parallel simulation; only the type
of obiect that needs to be declared is different.
The svntax for object declaration and calls of
object's member functions are also identical to
those in the non-parallel case. Internal
binding of simulation processes to various
control processes is performed dynamically,
yielding a flexible and fault-tolerant system,
featuring totally transParent parallelization
from users' point of view, both in the semantic
and svntactic sense.

Benefiting from the adopted object-oriented
programming, AKAROA has been also
equipped with an object-or iented toolki t ,
called Build, which allows users to work at a
high level of abstraction when constructing
new simulat ion models, ei ther by using al-

ready existing building comPonents (classes) or
defining new components in terms of existing
ones. A component may model any entity of a
given simulated system, for example a priority
queue, encapsulat ing i ts attr ibutes, and
procedures for their manipulation. One
immediate benefit of modular construction is
that any componcnt of the model can be
readily and independently tested. Its data can
be then manipulated through specific access
functions, such as functions for enqueueing and
dequeueing, helping to protect its consistency.
lastly, components can be easily reused, either
directly in another simulation or in definitions
of new components. Of course, simulation
models already constructed can be directly
incorporated in AKAROA; thus, the use of
Build is optional.

As mentioned, two main modules of AKAROA
are (i) Parallel Simulation Manager (PSM),
responsible for automatic initialization of
paral lel  s imulat ion processes, Process
management and interprocess communication;
and (ii) Control, responsible for controlling
simulation run-time and analysis of output
data collected during MRIP-type steady-state
simulation. PSM automatically creates and
maintains an environment in which parallel
simulation can be executed (a collection of
support processes distributed among the
computers), parallelizes and runs the simula-
tion. Launching one simulation replication by
activating a simulation program equipped
with necessary objects of Control and PSM
creates a simulation engine; PSM provides
dynamic binding between simulation engines
and global control processes. Development of
an efficient, portable and flexible Interprocess
Communication (IPC) subsystem of PSM was
regarded as the critical factor for achieving
high efficiency of AKAROA. It is known that
a careless implementation of IPC can result
even in a negat ive speedup of paral lel
processing, if high IPC overhead is generated.
UNIX faci l i t ies for implementing IPC
mechanisms include streams, pipes, socket-
pairs, and various types of sockets tQUAR8sl.
AKAROA's IPC subsystem must support
communicating processes located on different
machines, and possibly belonging to different
file systems. Having considered basic IPC
faci l i t ies, the IPC model selected for
AKAROA uses an extension of a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism ([BIRR84I,

IBRIA90I) and appcars as an inter-machine
interprocess communication based on UNIX
Internet domain datagram-type socke'ts that
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allow for fully ii le-lcss exchange operations.
Selection of RPC was motivated by the fact
that i t  has simpler semantics than the
Rendezvous model [GEHA88|, and that, as a
higher level construct, it better encapsulates
(s imu la t ion  eng ine ,  con t ro l  p rocess)
interactions than alternative solutions based
on point-to-point message-passing IHOAR78].
The RPC-based IPC subsystem resulted in a
simpler user interface and improved efficiency
of AKAROA.

In addition to typical communication functions,
AKAROA's PSM is responsible for launching
non-existing, and locating existing, control
processes. It is also equipped in error protection
mechan isms,  inc lud ing  t imeouts  and
retransmissions for detecting lost datagrams.
To guard against erroneous actions from
processing duplicated datagrams, datagrams
are equipped with time-stamps for their
unique identification. We have also achieved
a level of fault-tolerance by tolerating crashes
of computers when they run simulation engines.
Such events only degrade the speed at which
the required precision of estimates is obtained.
Recoverv to ' fu l l  speed' by launching
addit ional s imulat ion-engines on other
machines can be easily implemented, and is
under considerat ion. Also, once binding
between simulat ion-engines and global-
c o n t r o l - p r o c e s s e s  i s  c o m p l e t e d ,  t h e
director/ launcher process can be ki l led
without disrupting the progress of simulation.

ANALYSIS o f  S IMULATION OUTPUT
DATA. Main pitfalls, problems and solutions
of sequential analysis of output data during
non-paral lel  steady-state simulat ion are
discussed e.g. in IPAWL9O]. Much less is known
about sequential estimation during steady-
state simulation in MRIP scenario. Practically
the only solut ions that were theoret ical ly
assessed were paral lel  general izat ions of
Independent Replications (IR); see [HEID86],
[HEIDS8] and [GLYN91].  But such IR in
Parallel Time Streams (IR-PTS) have one
hidden problem connected with nonexistence of
a general criterion for selecting the size of
r e p l i c a t i o n ,  w h i l e  a n  i n a p p r o p r i a t e
rcplication size can induce even very biased
cstimates IHEID88l. Moreover, this approach
has a grcater ovcrhcad when appl ied in
stcaclv-statc simul.rtion, sirrcc it requires morc
in i t i i r l  obscrva t ions  bc  d iscarded,  as  each
rcp l i ca t ion  goes  th rough i t s  own warmup
periocl .  Est imators bascd on regenerat ive
cvclcs (Regenerative Cycles in Parallel Time

Streams, or RC-PTS) were proposed in
[RECO91l,  [SUND9l]  and [REGO92|,  but
without any justifications. It is only one of a
few possible classes of estimators based on
single (long) simulation runs that could be
adopted to MRIP.

Basing on our previous experience in non-
parallel stochastic simulation and exhaustive
comparative studies of various sequential
estimators ([ASGA89], [PAWL88], [PAWL9Oa],
[PAw91]) we proposed a new technique of
sequential estimation of sample means in
MRIP scenario, called Spectral Analysis in
Parallel Time Streams (SA-PTS), that is a
generalization of sequential Spectral Analysis
(SA) in its HW version, i.e. the version
proposed by Heidelberger and Welch
lHEID82l. Coverage analysis of SA/HW has
shown that the method is of the same (high)
quality as IR [PAWL91], but it is more user-
friendly, since, contrary to IR, it does not
require the replication size to be determined in
advance (only one replication run is executed
at each processor until the stopping criterion is
met). SA-PTS does not also suffer from over-
heads o f  d is t r ibu ted  schedu l ing  and
synchronizat ion, ) tet  i t  provides very
favourable speedups and is fault-tolerant.
With SA-PTS, N instances of the simulation
are launched when the simulation begins; each
instance is run in a time stream parallel to
others, using independent sequences of pseudo-
random numbers. Within each replication
special tests are used to determine the outset of
steady state conditions, and then, at con-
secutive checkpoints, SA/HW is used to
estimate the variance of the current local esti-
mate, before the result  is sent to a
corresponding global control process. The
variance of a component estimator is estimated
as the value of its spectral density function at
zero frequency, obtained through a regression
f i t  to the logari thm of the averaged
periodogram [HEID82]. SA-PTS saves data
(fewer ini t ia l  observat ions have to be
discarded, in total, from fewer replications)
and applies a data reduction technique (it uses
the same, fixed number of accumulated data
i tems at any checkpoint of  sequent ial
simulation). Following SA-PTS, P independent
replications of thc simulation are launched
when the simulation begins; each replication
is run in a t ime stream paral lel  to others.
Hav ing  ob ta ined an  es t imate ,  and i t s
variance, at a consecutive checkpoint , the
results are sent to the global control process,
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that computes the pooled estimate of a given
sample mean:

Il1 rV
M= jM- l  + -M l  + . . . +

n - n

and its precision. Since the estimates from dif-
ferent (parallel) replications can come from
different sample sizes, the global precision is
evaluated using a weighted pooled estimator
of the variance of the mean:

v = taJ2vr*rlt2vz*...*ttJtuo el

Above, Mi and Vi are the estimates of mean
and its variance from the replication i, re-
spectively, calculated over ni observations,
and n=n1+n2+.. .+np is the total  number of
observations available at a given checkpoint.
The form of Eq.(2) suggests that the precision
of M can be approximated from a Student tdis-
tribution. Following SA/HW, each component
estimator in Eq.(2) has the same number, d, de-
grees of freedom (default value: d=7); c.f.
[HEID82]. Thus, the number of degrees of
freedom of the pooled estimator, obtained
from P independent components, is P*d. High
degrees of freedom, plus variance reduction in

VirtualTime
Streams

lnitial Transient

Time Stream 1

Time Stream 2

Time Stream P

np
-i-Mp (1)
n

Eq.(2), lead to narrow and reliable confidence
intervals, as it has been confirmed by our
coverage analysis of SA-PTS [PAWL92].

Let us note that RC-PTS, the method based on
regenerative cycles and suggerted in [REGO91],
l S U N D 9 l l  a n d  I R E G O 9 2 l ,  a l t h o u g h
conceptually similar and simple, requires from
users to select regenerative points. Proper
selection of regenerative points is practically
impossible without a deeper understanding of
the system being simulated, and good
(frequently occurring) regenerative points do
not always exist. On the other hand, poorly
chosen regenerative points may lead to
excessively long run lengths. The quality of
RC-PTS has yet to be analysed.

In SA-PTS implemented in AKAROA pooled
estimates of analysed parameters and their
precisions are calculated by their corre-
sponding global control processes. If the re-
quired precision of steady state estimates has
been achieved, the global control process sends
a termination message to all instances for stop-
ping the parallel runs. Virtual-Real time
interactions between the SA-PTS simulation
processes in MRIP scenario are shown in Fig.2.

RealTime
Spectral Analysis in ParallelTime Streams
( e = local checkpoint parameter 1,
@ = local checkpoint parameter 2,
O = local checkpoint parameter 3,
Gi = 61s6"1 Estimation of parameter i, i=1,2,3.)

Fig.2. Virtual-Real time interactions bctween processes in SA-PTS.
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3. AKAROA Architecture and User
Interface

As mentioned, AKAROA consists of three
modules to autornate construction and execution
of parallel simulation: Control, Parallel-
Simulation-Manager, and (optional) Build.
The Build module enables users to focus on
defining the logic of the system to be
simulated, thus freeing him/her from the
burdens of event scheduling, run-time control
and statistical output data analysis. Users can
build simulation models working at a high
level of abstraction, using building components
(dasses) or defining new components in terms of
already existing components. A simulation
model, once completed, is simply attached to
Control for executing precision control of
estimates during simulation. At run-time
AKAROA automatically launches simulator

instances which run in parallel, and provides
processes to manage, create (launch) control
p rocesses  and hand le  in te rprocess
communication. The basic stages of MRIp
scenario implemented in AKAROA, and the
package architecture, are depicted in Fig.3.

PARALLEL SIMULATION MANAGER OTSM)
automatically creates and maintains an envi-
ronment which supports SA-PTS. When N
different parameters are estimated while p
simulation engine processes are maintained,
then these P simulation engines have to
communicate with N global control processes.
As mentioned, AKAROA's IISM is an er<tension
of the Remote Procedure Call (RPO subsystem
([BIRR84], [BRIA9O]) to serve AKAROA PSM,s
interprocess communication needs. When
in i t ia t ing  communica t ion  be tween a
(simulator, control process) pair, nine pieces of

Fig. 3. Basic processes of MRIP as implemented in AKAROA
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PSM program are involved: simulator-stub,
simulator-RPC-Runtime, Director/Launcher
RPC-Runtime, Director-Launcher-stub,
D i r e c t o  r  / L a u n c h e r  s e r v e r ,  P l u s
global-control-runtime, global-control-stub,
and global-control-server.

A simulation engine is an activation of a
simulation program constructed with the
Control, PSM (and Build) comPonents. Each
engine is executed independently on a separate
processor or computer, and when execution of
the program reaches the following statement
added by the user for paral lel iz ing
simulat ion:

result = sa.processneu)obs( nant-obseroation,
parameter_number ) ;

a new call to the global control Process re-
sponsible for gathering local estimates from
the simulations engines of the corresponding
p a r a m e t e r  m a y b e  i n i t i a t e d .  T h e
caller-engine, i.e. the simulator-stub of the
simulation engine making the call, generates a
locate-request datagram to a known direc-
tor/ launcher process, specify ing i ts ( the
caller_engine's) machine address and port
number, the type of call and the instance of
global_estimation control process it wishes to
be connected with. The instance identifies
which of the various global spectral analysis
processes  i t  needs ,  i .e .  the  Process
corresponding to the parameter being esti-
mated. The director/launcher, once receiving
the caller_engine's datagram, searches its
Active-Control-Process (ACP) Database for
the requested instance of the process. If found,
it transmits a datagram to the caller-engine
with the location of that process. Otherwise,
the director/launcher launches new global
spectral analysis process, updates its ACP
Database, and transmits a datagram to the
caller-engine with the location of newly
crea ted  cont ro l  p rocess .  Then,  the
c a l l e r _ e n g i n e  t r a n s m i t s  a
global-est imation-request datagram with
appropriate data (parameter's identification,
its current value and precision, the length of
initial transient, and the length of simulation)
to the located instance of global control pro-
cess Upon receiving the datagram from the
caller_engine, the control process uPdates its
local estimation database and computes a com-
bined estimate of the estimate and its relative
prccision. If the desired level of precision is
achicvcd, a stop datagram is returncd to the
callcr_cnginc; otherwise a continue datagram

is transmit ted. Subsequent cal ls to
stub.global-est imation are directed to the
global-control process, without going through
the Director/ launcher.

PROGRAMMING INTERFACE. AKAROA'S
Control and PSM modules provides objects for
automatic statistical analysis of simulation
output data and dynamic data precision
control, and for parallelization of a simulator
for parallel execution. To use these obiects one
should simply add

#include <AKAROA.h>

at his/her program's beginning, before any
objects are declared. Next, a parallel simu-
lation interface object should be declared,
before the desired service can be requested by
calling the member function(s) of the object.
After that, all tasks relating to precision
control  and paral lel  execut ion wi l l  be
performed without further user involvement.

Specifically, to transform an existing se-
quential (non-parallel) simulator into an
MRIP simulator with precision control based
on SA-PTS, the following object should be
declared:

sapts sa1nt numltarameters,
double maxltrecision, double confidancd ;

where sa is an object instance of tyPe sapts,
and all precision control for a given parameter
is done by calling sa's member functions;
max_precison is the maximum acceptable
value of the relative precision of estimates;
confidence is the assumed level of confidence.
To use sa object for precision control, one should
add the fol lowing cal l  preceding the
generation of an observation

result = sal.processnewobs( nant-obseroation,
parameter-number ) ;

Everything else is handled by AKAROA
automatically. Thus, all details related to
parallelization, parallel execution and fault
handling are hidden from the user.

PRECISION CONTROL. Both in non-parallel
a n d  p a r a l l e l  s i m u l a t i o n  c a s e s ,  t h e
sa.processnewobs function call returns one of
the following values:
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STOP / / Stop simularion; resuired
/ / precision of estimaie(s) achievcd

CONT / / Thedesired pi".iri*L, not
/ / been reachedyegcontinue

ITRP / / process still in transient stage
ESTN / / Anestimation was performed,

/ / required precision not reached

If the object is used in estimations of severalparameters in one simulation run, thefollowing may also be retumed:

EPOK ,// Estimate of the parameter
/ / parametn_ru^bn has
/ / achieved the required level of
/ / preision. However not all
// estimators are of the
// required precision. Continue
// simulation (but do not necessary
/ / supply more observations for
/ / this parameter's estimation)

OKAS / / The estim"te of a giue;-'-
/./. parameter reachEd the required
// precision,- and its analysis bUp.t
/ / has been freed.

For better memorv utilization, control objectspresented above were implemented dy_namical ly,  i .e.  were composed of two(sub)objects for each. pur"-!,ui-U"iig esti-mated in the simulation run, each oi'which
being-created only when its'r"rrri."r-uru .u-quired. The first constituent oUpcl is fo.iesung
for the end of transient phase, and the oiher is
for steady state precision control .  Thetransient object is created only when lhe firstobservation has been obtain&, ar,d does notoccupy resources before then. This transient
object is disposed af ter , ,"uJV ,O," iso"," .1"9,. .  rel inquishing the ,"rourc",  i toccupied (its instruction Jnd data space)-to thesystem. In a similar
output anarysis ".0 #;Jl,:: ::il::"jffi?l:
crcatcd only after stciady state is reachcd, andis disposed of whcn thc, desired p."lirion t,
<lbtaincd. As soon as an estimate achieves therequired precision, objects devoted to its
precision analysis are f  reed. Al l  these
operations are transparent to the user.

series of 800 bench_mark simulation exper_
irylp using p=1, 2,4, and S pro""rro.s. Theseinitial studies of Akaroa's purfo.*un.e weredone on a local computer network (a multi_processor SUN Server with two SPARC CpUs,various SLIN 4 and SUN SPARC workstations)
connected by 3Mbps Thinwire Ethernet. Mainperformance measures considered were: realtime speedup (the ratio of time needed toachleve an estimate at a given precision levelon, a single processor to the time required foracnlevrng it on p processors), CpU_time
speedup ( the ratio 

-of 
CpU_tim" *"a"d toachieve an estimate at a given precision level

:: I :ll 
g_L1p roces so r to the CpU'_ time req u iredror actuevtng it on p processors). All presented

results were obtained during steady si"te si*u_lations otM/M/'t queueinglystem with traffic
\o^1d p=9Q7o; each experiment was repeated
200 times.

Rgll 
liTg_rpeedups of simulations achieved

with AKAROA asl function of ttreiumUer ofworkstations used, are reported in Fig.4. For
thes.e experiments, we used the fastest
workstation in non_parallel case (pd), and amix of slower workstations in ]f{Rlp scenurio(P>1). Further, we lowered tt* p.io.itu ofsimu.lation processes engaged ii., p".irrli
simulations (to accommodaie Jther ur"i, of ,i,unetwork), while conducting the non_parallel
simulations at the higheit prioiiiv'l"u"t.
Thus, our results for real ime ,pi"arp'i.*.a"a

lI", l:" very. conservativel rrruu'"r,f"r"rr,
rrg.4 shows that substant ial ,  near l inear,
speedups were achieved, clearly suggesting
potentiats of AKAROA as a p".t??" fo,parallel steady-state simulations'. 

- o-

X ^

q

4. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

Dynamic- propert ies of AKAROA, and thequalitv of SA-pTS estrmators, wcre tested in a

. No. of proccssors (p)

Fig.4. Real Time Speedup versus the number
of processors cmpioycd for running

simula tion replica tions
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Soeedups as measured by reduction in CPU

time (normalized to the average time to-gen-

"iu,"'"n observation) are presented in.Fig'l '

This measure differs from real-time sPeecluP m

that that interprocess communication time is

,,ot itt.f"a"d, and the effects of using slower

workstations for the parallel simulations are

reduced. Fig.S shows both the overau mean

i"*U"t of observations (per replication) before

stopping an experiment as well as the

*iriill"ill and miximum numbers of obsena-

ii;;; fer replication (averaged over 200

experiments conducted). Comparing the-

;;;;;"l replication lengths as a tunction of

F, *" observe that the reduction in CPU time

with P workstations is greater than 1/P'

s,rjg"tti"g super-linear speeaup ! This may be

a.["to th; fa;t that AKAROA uses CPU time

more efficiently, and n observations generated

bv P workstitions in parallel (P>1) have

iiett"t entroPy than if they were collected

frJm a single rePlication'

? rzo

E loo

t 8 0

F" 60
6

3 4 0

2 z o

o

z

r.z td

1.0 106

8 . 0 1 d

o.o rd

4 .01d

2 .0 Id

0

Fie.5 Average number of datagrams exchangd
" 

,r"*rrs i"ts,tt the number of processots

employed for running simulation replications'

5. CONCLUSIONS

AKAROA is still in its infant age, and' at the

moment, can only be use for precise estimation

of (multiple) mean values' Its performance

euuittutiott is continued' In the nearest furure

its statistical abilities will be extended by

i*t"ai"g steady-state estimation of higher

momentJ and qiantiles, and their precision'

Wi"tu"t the paikage is primary intended for

use in steady-state stochastic simulation' it

can be easy eitended to non-steady-state simu-

i",iott. TLsts of speedup, although so far

involving less than ien processors, have given

uery enc"o.ttaging results' In the nearest future

"r.J"ii*u",r"in"" LAN with a hundred of

computers are planned' Our intention also is to

""*1""",  e*enoe with a graPhical

i",Eiiu.", for visualization of various states of

simulation, sequential data analysis and the

iinal results. Another oPen oPtion is to

automate the process of selecting Processors
u"J tnuit numbers for executing MRIP

experiments.
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*o1of P'o""'*'"41P) 

u

Fie.5 Speedup measured bv reduction in CPU

iiti" u""t"t the number of processors employed

for running simulation replications'

Finally, the average number of messages

ia"-,"tiiu^t) exchinged during . u .Putu-lll
simulition run as a function of P is shown rn

fi-. S. As we see, the communication overhead

;;"";; tio*"t than linearly with the number of

communicatlng Processors, showing a good

efficiency or tne AKAROA's IPC subsystem'

E Av. Minimum ReP. Lengrh

El Overatt Av. ReP' I*ngths

I Av. Maximum ReP. l,cngth
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